
A Lower Cost 96” Version of the Articulator That Started the Revolution

TURF/COMMERCIAL MODEL 521XR

     The Model 521XR is a five-deck version of the Model 721XR that revolutionized rotary mowing over 
a decade ago. The 521XR offers a competitively priced option for mowing applications that are best suited 
to use an eight foot wide mowing deck. The 521XR can be used with a lighter weight, lower horsepower 
tractor than the 721XR and is perfect for golf course roughs that need a narrower cutting width to mower 
in tight areas around trees and other obstacles. The Model 521XR offers a superior cut to self-contained 
mowers that cost over $25,000 more to purchase. This rugged mower uses the same drives and deck 
construction as the 721XR which means that it will never be pushed by the toughest cutting requirements.
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Quality Rotary Mowers for a World that isn’t Flat

TURF/COMMERCIAL MODEL 521XR

3 Bearing
spindle design

Deck configurations
allow 360˚ of float

Outside gauge
wheel allows
trimming

Individual grass 
chutes improve 
discharge pattern

Quick Height
adjustments
No tools 
required

3/8” x 1/2” 
(9.52 mm x 12.7 mm) 
solid steel bar leading edge

Patented efficient
belt-drives

3/16” (4.76 mm) 
reinforced steel 
deck pans

Gauge wheels 
close to deck
to improve 
accuracy

21” (533.4 mm) decks 
for highest accuracy in 
the industry

Mulching option available

96” (243.84 cm) cutting width for mowing tight areas

All deck wheels are 
foam-filled or semi-solid 
to eliminate flat tires

U.S. Patent No. 5,109,655
*All specifications subject to change without notice

521XR SPECIFICATIONS*

Tractor Requirements:

Cutting Width:
Deck Configuration:

Deck Height Range:

Overall Weight:
Warranty:

Minimum 30 hp (22.37 kW)
Standard Category 1 
Three-point hitch 
96” (243.8 cm)
Five 21” (533.4 mm), 4” (101.6 mm) deep 
fully articulating
1” to 4 3/4”
(25.4 mm x 120.65 mm)
982 lbs (445.4 kg)
Two years parts, one year labor
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